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Following a terrifying encounter in the quiet English
countryside, a young woman flees to New York in search
of a new life. Adopting the initial M as her name, and
reinventing herself, she embarks on a journey that will
lead her to the catwalks of Paris, where she becomes the
muse and star model to France's iconic designer JeanLouis Tremont. When M meets the charming and
handsome actor, Larry Vaughan in New York they fall
instantly in love and marry. Soon, they become the most
desired couple on the international scene, appearing on
the cover of every celebrity magazine, adored by
millions. With a successful career and a happy marriage,
M believes she has truly put the demons of her past
behind her. But M's fortunes are about to take another
dramatic twist. A series of bizarre events turn out not to
be accidents at all, but assaults on M and her family. The
dark figure from M's past, a psychopath with deadly
intent, has made a vow: to shatter M's world forever. But
M also makes a vow: she will do everything to keep them
all safe. When those you love are threatened and at risk,
there's nothing you won't do to protect them... you'll
even resort to breaking the rules! Moving from New York
to the chic fashion capitals of London and Paris, to the
exotic locations of Istanbul and Hong Kong, this new tale
from a renowned storyteller is a genuine pageturner
Catherine Sanderson seems to have it all: a fulfilling
career helping immigrant women find jobs, a lovely
home, and a beautiful, intelligent daughter on her way to
Smith College. What Catherine doesn’t have: a father for
her child– and she’s spent many years dodging her
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daughter’s questions about it. Now Phoebe is old
enough to start poking around on her own. It doesn’t
help matters that the mystery man, B.J. Johnson–the
only man Catherine has ever loved–doesn’t even know
about Phoebe. He’s been living in Africa. Now B.J., a
renowned newspaper correspondent, is back in town
and needs Catherine’s help cracking a story about a
female slavery ring operating right on the streets of
Atlanta. Catherine is eager to help B.J., despite her
heart’s uncertainty over meeting him again after so long,
and confessing the truth to him–and their daughter.
Meanwhile, Catherine’s hands are more than full since
she’s taken on a new client. Atlanta’s legendary Miss
Mandeville–a housekeeper turned tycoon–is eager to
have Catherine staff her housekeeping business. But
why are the steely Miss Mandeville and her all-too-slick
sidekick Sam so interested in Catherine’s connection to
B.J.? What transpires is an explosive story that takes her
world–not to mention the entire city of Atlanta–by storm.
From the New York Times bestselling author of What
Looks Like Crazy on an Ordinary Day . . . comes another
fast-paced and emotionally resonant novel, by turns
warm and funny, serious and raw. Pearl Cleage’s ability
to create a gripping story centered on strong, spirited
black women and the important issues they face
remains unrivaled.
Chris, Cathy, and the twins are to be kept hidden until
their grandfather dies so that their mother will receive a
sizeable inheritance, however, years pass and terrifying
things occur as the four children grow up in their one
room prison.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING SERIES • From the
internationally bestselling authors of the Illuminae Files
comes a new science fiction epic . . . The year is 2380,
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and the graduating cadets of Aurora Academy are being
assigned their first missions. Star pupil Tyler Jones is
ready to recruit the squad of his dreams, but his own
boneheaded heroism sees him stuck with the dregs
nobody else in the academy would touch . . . A cocky
diplomat with a black belt in sarcasm A sociopath
scientist with a fondness for shooting her bunkmates A
smart-ass tech whiz with the galaxy's biggest chip on his
shoulder An alien warrior with anger-management
issues A tomboy pilot who's totally not into him, in case
you were wondering And Ty's squad isn't even his
biggest problem--that'd be Aurora Jie-Lin O'Malley, the
girl he's just rescued from interdimensional space.
Trapped in cryo-sleep for two centuries, Auri is a girl out
of time and out of her depth. But she could be the
catalyst that starts a war millions of years in the making,
and Tyler's squad of losers, discipline cases, and misfits
might just be the last hope for the entire galaxy.
NOBODY PANIC.
The Rocks
A Novel of the Harte Family
Beyond The Kitchen House
The New Yorker
Red Rising

From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of A
Discovery of Witches—look for the hit TV series “A
Discovery of Witches,” streaming on AMC Plus, Sundance
Now and Shudder. Season 2 premieres January 9, 2021!
What does it truly take to become a vampire? On the
battlefields of the American Revolution, Matthew de
Clermont meets Marcus MacNeil, a young surgeon from
Massachusetts, during a moment of political awakening
when it seems that the world is on the brink of a brighter
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future. When Matthew offers him a chance at immortality
and a new life free from the restraints of his puritanical
upbringing, Marcus seizes the opportunity to become a
vampire. But his transformation is not an easy one and the
ancient traditions and responsibilities of the de Clermont
family clash with Marcus's deeply held beliefs in liberty,
equality, and brotherhood. Fast-forward to contemporary
Paris, where Phoebe Taylor--the young employee at
Sotheby's whom Marcus has fallen for--is about to embark
on her own journey to immortality. Though the
modernized version of the process at first seems
uncomplicated, the couple discovers that the challenges
facing a human who wishes to be a vampire are no less
formidable than they were in the eighteenth century. The
shadows that Marcus believed he'd escaped centuries ago
may return to haunt them both--forever. A passionate love
story and a fascinating exploration of the power of
tradition and the possibilities not just for change but for
revolution, Time's Convert, the fourth books in the All
Souls Series channels the supernatural world-building and
slow-burning romance that made the previous books
instant bestsellers to illuminate a new and vital moment in
history, and a love affair that will bridge centuries.
Longlisted for the Scotiabank Giller Prize Spanning three
continents, Butter Honey Pig Bread tells the
interconnected stories of three Nigerian women:
Kambirinachi and her twin daughters, Kehinde and Taiye.
Kambirinachi believes that she is an Ogbanje, or an
Abiku, a non-human spirit that plagues a family with
misfortune by being born and then dying in childhood to
cause a human mother misery. She has made the
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unnatural choice of staying alive to love her human family
but lives in fear of the consequences of her decision.
Kambirinachi and her two daughters become estranged
from one another because of a trauma that Kehinde
experiences in childhood, which leads her to move away
and cut off all contact. She ultimately finds her path as an
artist and seeks to raise a family of her own, despite her
fear that she won’t be a good mother. Meanwhile, Taiye is
plagued by guilt for what her sister suffered and also runs
away, attempting to fill the void of that lost relationship
with casual flings with women. She eventually discovers a
way out of her stifling loneliness through a passion for
food and cooking. But now, after more than a decade of
living apart, Taiye and Kehinde have returned home to
Lagos. It is here that the three women must face each other
and address the wounds of the past if they are to reconcile
and move forward. For readers of African diasporic
authors such as Teju Cole and Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie, Butter Honey Pig Bread is a story of choices and
their consequences, of motherhood, of the malleable line
between the spirit and the mind, of finding new homes and
mending old ones, of voracious appetites, of queer love, of
friendship, faith, and above all, family.
Enjoying an active but lonely rural life, 70-year-old Percy
haplessly allows a progressive preschool to move into his
barn and transform his quiet home into a lively, youthful
community that compels him to reexamine the choices he
made in the decades after his wife's death. Reprint.
"Blue lives a charmed life. From her family's townhouse in
Richmond, she lives the life of luxury and couldn't want
for anything - well, on the surface at least. Then on the
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night of her twenty-first birthday her father makes a
startling toast: he will give his daughter's hand to
whichever man can capture her heart best in the form of a
love letter. But Blue has other ideas and, unwilling to play
at her father's bewildering games, she sets out on her own
path to find her own destiny..."--Publisher's description.
Nobody's Darling
Captain Vorpatril's Alliance
Satyr's Son
Fallen (Erotic Thriller)
The Good Luck Charm
Six months after its American introduction in
1985, the Yugo was a punch line; within a year, it
was a staple of late-night comedy. By 2000,
NPR's Car Talk declared it "the worst car of the
millennium." And for most Americans that's
where the story begins and ends. Hardly. The
short, unhappy life of the car, the men who built
it, the men who imported it, and the decade that
embraced and discarded it is rollicking and
astounding, and one of the greatest untold
business-cum-morality tales of the 1980s. Mix
one rabid entrepreneur, several thousand "good"
communists, a willing U.S. State Department, the
shortsighted Detroit auto industry, and
improvident bankers, shake vigorously, and
you've got The Yugo: The Rise and Fall of the
Worst Car in History. Brilliantly re-creating the
amazing confluence of events that produced the
Yugo, Yugoslav expert Jason Vuic uproariously
tells the story of the car that became an
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international joke: The American CEO who
happens upon a Yugo right when his company
needs to find a new import or go under. A State
Department eager to aid Yugoslavia's nonaligned
communist government. Zastava Automobiles,
which overhauls its factory to produce an
American-ready Yugo in six months. And a hole
left by Detroit in the cheap subcompact market
that creates a race to the bottom that leaves the
Yugo . . . at the bottom.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Pierce
Brown’s relentlessly entertaining debut channels
the excitement of The Hunger Games by Suzanne
Collins and Ender’s Game by Orson Scott Card.
“Red Rising ascends above a crowded dystopian
field.”—USA Today ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR—Entertainment Weekly,
BuzzFeed, Shelf Awareness “I live for the dream
that my children will be born free,” she says.
“That they will be what they like. That they will
own the land their father gave them.” “I live for
you,” I say sadly. Eo kisses my cheek. “Then you
must live for more.” Darrow is a Red, a member
of the lowest caste in the color-coded society of
the future. Like his fellow Reds, he works all day,
believing that he and his people are making the
surface of Mars livable for future generations.
Yet he toils willingly, trusting that his blood and
sweat will one day result in a better world for his
children. But Darrow and his kind have been
betrayed. Soon he discovers that humanity
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reached the surface generations ago. Vast cities
and lush wilds spread across the planet.
Darrow—and Reds like him—are nothing more
than slaves to a decadent ruling class. Inspired
by a longing for justice, and driven by the
memory of lost love, Darrow sacrifices
everything to infiltrate the legendary Institute, a
proving ground for the dominant Gold caste,
where the next generation of humanity’s
overlords struggle for power. He will be forced to
compete for his life and the very future of
civilization against the best and most brutal of
Society’s ruling class. There, he will stop at
nothing to bring down his enemies . . . even if it
means he has to become one of them to do so.
Praise for Red Rising “[A] spectacular adventure
. . . one heart-pounding ride . . . Pierce Brown’s
dizzyingly good debut novel evokes The Hunger
Games, Lord of the Flies, and Ender’s Game. . . .
[Red Rising] has everything it needs to become
meteoric.”—Entertainment Weekly “Ender,
Katniss, and now Darrow.”—Scott Sigler “Red
Rising is a sophisticated vision. . . . Brown will
find a devoted audience.”—Richmond TimesDispatch Don’t miss any of Pierce Brown’s Red
Rising Saga: RED RISING • GOLDEN SON •
MORNING STAR • IRON GOLD • DARK AGE
Nobody's Darling by Josephine Cox, Sunday
Times bestselling author, explores worldly
success and all it brings as well as all it leaves
behind. 'The fact that Josephine Cox brings so
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much freshness to the plot, and the characters, is
an indication of her skills as a storyteller'
Birmingham Post Lizzie Miller worries about her
beautiful eldest daughter. A mother shouldn't
have favourites, but Ruby wins a special place in
Lizzie's heart. Money is short in their little house
in Blackburn, and Ruby yearns to give her
beloved family a better life. Determined to enjoy
the security only wealth can bring, she stifles her
feelings for handsome Johnny Ackroyd. Ruby
knows he cannot offer her the life she craves.
She works as a maid for Mr Banks and his
daughter, Cicely. The two girls hatch a
mischievous plan to introduce Ruby to society at
a party for the 'gentry' of Blackburn, where Ruby
meets Luke Arnold, the dissolute heir to his
father's fortunes. Seeing Ruby's dark beauty, he
determines to despoil her innocence. When Luke
slyly turns his charm on Cicely, Ruby feels
compelled to warn her friend of his evil nature.
Ruby quickly finds employment in a milliner's
shop, and eventually takes over the business. But
her worldly success still leaves an emptiness that
riches cannot fill, and Ruby learns at last that the
love of family and friends is beyond price . . .
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A woman returns to
her small Maine hometown, uncovering family
secrets that take her on a journey of selfdiscovery and new love, in this warm and
charming novel from the New York Times
bestselling author of Evvie Drake Starts Over.
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“Moving and tender . . . A perfect book for
anyone who feels a little separate from the
flock.”—Rebecca Serle, New York Times
bestselling author of One Italian Summer ONE
OF THE MOST ANTICIPATED BOOKS OF
2022—BookPage Smarting from her recently
canceled wedding and about to turn forty, Laurie
Sassalyn returns to her Maine hometown of
Calcasset to handle the estate of her great-aunt
Dot, a spirited adventurer who lived to be ninetythree. Alongside boxes of Polaroids and pottery,
a mysterious wooden duck shows up at the
bottom of a cedar chest. Laurie’s curiosity is
piqued, especially after she finds a love letter to
the never-married Dot that ends with the line
“And anyway, if you’re ever desperate, there are
always ducks, darling.” Laurie is told that the
duck has no financial value. But after it
disappears under suspicious circumstances, she
feels compelled to figure out why anyone would
steal a wooden duck—and why Dot kept it hidden
away in the first place. Suddenly Laurie finds
herself swept up in a righteous caper that has
her negotiating with antiques dealers and con
artists, going on after-hours dates at the local
library, and reconnecting with her oldest friend
and her first love. Desperate to uncover her
great-aunt’s secrets, Laurie must reckon with her
own past and her future—and ultimately embrace
her own vision of flying solo. With a cast of
unforgettable characters and a heroine you will
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root for from page one, Flying Solo is a
wonderfully original story about growing up,
coming home, and learning to make a life for
yourself on your own terms.
Flying Solo
Butter Honey Pig Bread
The Queen's Cat
Time's Convert
Flowers in the Attic
From the New York Times bestselling "resigning queen of
romance" (Literary Times), comes a love story on a grand
scale, featuring an innocent country girl who catches the eye
of the most powerful man in England-and filled with all the
sensuality, drama, and thrilling intrigues of Henry Tudor's
glittering sixteenth century court...
“Irresistibly sunny… Set in the brightly lit Mediterranean
amid old olive trees and sexual intrigue, music and wine and
beautiful women... Propulsive.” –The New York Times Book
Review “The perfect book for pretending it's already beach
season.” –O, The Oprah Magazine A romantic page-turner
propelled by the sixty-year secret that has shaped two
families, four lovers, and one seaside resort community. Set
against dramatic Mediterranean Sea views and lush olive
groves, The Rocks opens with a confrontation and a secret:
What was the mysterious, catastrophic event that drove two
honeymooners apart so suddenly and absolutely in 1948 that
they never spoke again despite living on the same island for
sixty more years? And how did their history shape the Romeo
and Juliet–like romance of their (unrelated) children
decades later? Centered around a popular seaside resort club
and its community, The Rocks is a double love story that
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begins with a mystery, then moves backward in time, era by
era, to unravel what really happened decades earlier. Peter
Nichols writes with a pervading, soulful wisdom and selfknowing humor, and captures perfectly this world of
glamorous, complicated, misbehaving types with all their
sophisticated flaws and genuine longing. The result is a
bittersweet, intelligent, and romantic novel about how
powerful the perceived truth can be—as a bond, and as a
barrier—even if it’s not really the whole story; and how one
misunderstanding can echo irreparably through decades.
Book 1 of the New York Times bestselling series, perfect for
fans of Red Queen. An "enchanting and fast-paced debut"
that "lights up the page with magic, romance, and action."
Seventeen-year-old Ruby is a Fireblood who has concealed
her powers of heat and flame from the cruel Frostblood
ruling class her entire life. But when her mother is killed
trying to protect her, and rebel Frostbloods demand her help
to overthrow their bloodthirsty king, she agrees to come out
of hiding, desperate to have her revenge. Despite her
unpredictable abilities, Ruby trains with the rebels and the
infuriating--yet irresistible--Arcus, who seems to think of her
as nothing more than a weapon. But before they can take
action, Ruby is captured and forced to compete in the king's
tournaments that pit Fireblood prisoners against Frostblood
champions. Now she has only one chance to destroy the
maniacal ruler who has taken everything from her--and from
the icy young man she has come to love. Vivid and
compelling, Frostblood is the first in an exhilarating series,
followed by Fireblood and Nightblood, about a world where
flame and ice are mortal enemies...but together create a
power that could change everything.
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Greymalkin is not just the Queen's beloved cat, he is also her
confidant and staunchest friend. In this story, Greymalkin
has an adventure without the Queen and has to deal with a
perilous situation including a baby dragon.
Fallen Heir
Bright We Burn
Babylon Sisters
Darling Blue
The Eye of the World
To build the country she wants, Lada, the
brutal ruler of Wallachia, must destroy
everything that came before, including her
relationships with brother Radu and former
love Mehmed, Sultan of the Ottoman
Empire.
The only thing more inconvenient than
Camilla’s marriage at gunpoint is falling in
love with her unwilling groom... Adrian
Hunter, the son of a duke’s daughter and a
black abolitionist, is determined to do
whatever his family needs—even posing as a
valet to gather information. But his mission
spirals out of control when he’s accused of
dastardly intentions and is forced to marry a
woman he’s barely had time to flirt with.
Camilla Worth has always dreamed of
getting married, but a marriage where a
pistol substitutes for “I do” is not the
relationship she hoped for. Her unwilling
groom insists they need to seek an
annulment, and she’s not cruel enough to
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ruin a man’s life just because she yearns for
one person to care about her. As Camilla
and Adrian work to prove their marriage
wasn’t consensual, they become first allies,
then friends. But the closer they grow, the
more Camilla’s heart aches. If they
consummate the marriage, he’ll be stuck
with her forever. The only way to show that
she cares is to make sure he can walk away
for good… After the Wedding is the second
full-length book in the Worth Saga. It is
preceded by Once upon a Marquess, the first
full-length book. The series books stand
alone, but those who wish to read in order
may want to start there. Also available in the
series are Her Every Wish, a side-novella,
and The Pursuit Of..., which is something of
a prequel.
He wants me to be his queen... Warned as a
girl to keep her kisses to herself, Greer
Galloway wants nothing to do with kisses--or
love. Twice she's ignored the childhood
warning and kissed a man, and both times
ended in gutting, miserable heartbreak. Now
she's sworn off all romance forever,
determined to teach her classes and do her
research, and live out the rest of her days
alone. I want to be his everything. But Ash
Colchester hasn't sworn off Greer--not at all.
Still in love with the girl he once kissed in a
circle of broken glass, this soldier-turnedPage 14/28
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President has never forgotten the taste of
her kiss or the sound of her whispered, yes,
please against his mouth. He's never
forgotten the promises he wanted to make
her and couldn't because she was too young
for him then, and far too innocent for the
things he needs. But he can't wait any
longer . . . But can a fairy tale have a happily
ever after for three people? Desperate to
have her, Ash sends his best friend Embry to
bring Greer to him, not knowing they have
their own secrets, their own tragedies
together. Their own cravings . . . Soon,
Greer finds herself caught between past and
present, pleasure and pain--and the two men
who long for each other as much as they
long for her. And as war and betrayal press
ever closer, they tumble headlong into a
passionate love affair that will change the
world. My name is Greer Galloway and I
serve at the pleasure of the President of the
United States. From the USA Today
bestselling author of Priest and
Misadventures of a Curvy Girl comes a
contemporary reimagining of the legend of
King Arthur, Guinevere, and
Lancelot--elegant, carnal, and unforgettable.
In this action-packed sequel to the New York
Times bestselling Frostblood, Ruby must
choose between her fiery homeland and the
icy king who loves her. Against all odds,
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Ruby has defeated the villainous Frost King
and melted his powerful throne. But the
bloodthirsty Minax that was trapped inside
is now haunting her kingdom and everyone
she loves. The answers to its demise may lie
to the south in Sudesia, the land of the
Firebloods, and a country that holds the
secrets to Ruby's powers and past.... Despite
warnings from her beloved Arcus, Ruby
accompanies a roguish Fireblood named Kai
to Sudesia, where she must master her
control of fire in a series of trials to gain the
trust of the suspicious Fireblood queen.
Only then can she hope to access the
knowledge that could defeat the rampaging
Minax--which grows closer every moment.
But as sparks fly in her moments alone with
Kai, how can Ruby decide whom to trust?
The fate of both kingdoms is now in her
hands.
Vagabonds
Aurora Rising
The Pocket Daring Book for Girls
After the Wedding
Fireblood

These Royals will ruin you. Easton Royal has it all:
looks, money, intelligence. His goal in life is to have
as much fun as possible. He never thinks about the
consequences because he doesn’t have to. Until
Hartley Wright appears, shaking up his easy life.
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She’s the one girl who’s said no, despite being
attracted to him. Easton can’t figure her out and that
makes her all the more irresistible. Hartley doesn’t
want him. She says he needs to grow up. She might
be right. Rivals. Rules. Regrets. For the first time in
Easton’s life, wearing a Royal crown isn’t enough.
He’s about to learn that the higher you start, the
harder you fall. Warning: This book has a cliffhanger.
The story will be resolved in Cracked Kingdom, due
out January 2018.
Continues the story of Jamie Pyke, son of a slave
and the master of Tall Oaks plantation, whose
deadly secret compels him to take a treacherous
journey through the Underground Railroad.
Things are about to get Wicked in New Orleans.
Twenty-two year old Ivy Morgan isn't your average
college student. She, and others like her, know
humans aren't the only thing trolling the French
Quarter for fun... and for food. Her duty to the Order
is her life. After all, four years ago, she lost
everything at the hands of the creatures she'd sworn
to hunt, tearing her world and her heart apart. Ren
Owens is the last person Ivy expected to enter her
rigidly controlled life. He's six feet and three inches
of temptation and swoon-inducing charm. With forestgreen eyes and a smile that's surely left a stream of
broken hearts in its wake, he has an uncanny,
almost unnatural ability to make her yearn for
everything he has to offer. But letting him in is as
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dangerous as hunting the cold-blooded killers
stalking the streets. Losing the boy she loved once
before had nearly destroyed her, but the sparking
tension that grows between them becomes
impossible for Ivy to deny. Deep down, she wants...
she needs more than what her duty demands of her,
what her past has shaped for her. But as Ivy grows
closer to Ren, she realizes she's not the only one
carrying secrets that could shatter the frail bond
between them. There's something he's not telling
her, and one thing is for certain. She's no longer sure
what is more dangerous to her-the ancient beings
threatening to take over the town or the man
demanding to lay claim to her heart and her soul.
Relates a tale of the bestial Trollocs, the witch
Moiraine, and three boys, one of whom is fated to
become the Dragon--the World's only hope and the
sure means of its destruction
Neon Gods
Blaze Wyndham
Broken Doll
Glory Over Everything
Wicked
A heartwarming tale of love, family and acceptance, The
Love Note is a simply gorgeous read... In their townhouse
in Richmond, Blue and her family are as happy and as
close as can be - well, on the surface at least. But with the
arrival of a young, destitute woman hoping to escape her
abusive husband, they must finally confront the rifts that
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keep them apart. When they welcome Delphine into their
home - and their hearts - they think it's for her benefit
only. But what they don't realise is that she will bring
them together in ways they never thought possible.
**Previously published as Darling Blue** SEE WHAT
PEOPLE ARE SAYING ABOUT THE LOVE NOTE!
'There were so many things that captivated me - her
always wonderful writing, the gorgeous 1920s world of
Richmond she evoked so beautifully and the characters
who jumped right off the page and were such a complete
pleasure to spend time with' Jenny Ashcroft 'I loved the
evocative atmosphere of the 20s, the lovely characters and
gorgeous descriptions of nature/turning of the seasons'
Lucinda Riley 'Tracy's meticulous research and lavish
prose provide the reader with the complete experience.
From the intriguing premise, I was caught up in the lives
of these three women and invested in their stories. Tracy's
depiction of life in Richmond in the twenties was spot on
and added depth to this glorious novel' Kathryn Hughes
'The writing is so fresh and exuberant and the characters
so warm and lovely. It's a book full of sunshine, a real
treat' Rachel Hore 'I love Tracy's writing; it's full of colour
and atmosphere, with sparkly dialogue and just the right
pace to keep you turning the pages' Gill Paul 'A joy to
read . . . the drama rises by subtle, tiny increments until, at
its climax, you have to remind yourself to breathe. These
three women will stay with you for a long, long time'
Claire Dyer 'Completely delightful, I loved it and the
1920s setting is sublime. Tracy writes with a warmth and
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authenticity that draws her readers into the delicious
world she has created' Rosanna Ley 'I thoroughly enjoyed
escaping into the delicious effervescent world of
Richmond in the 1920s. Tracy has such a lovely turn of
phrase. Full of vitality and warmth... delightful' Tor Udall
'It's a simply glorious read, one of the best books I've read
in a very long time. Tracy's writing is so deep and wise
and true. It captured me from the first word . . . a truly
stunning novel' Nicola Cornick
Revisit old favorites and discover even more facts and
stories. The perfect pocket book for any girl on a quest for
knowledge. Includes New Chapters + the Best Wisdom &
Wonder from The Daring Book for Girls
Savannah/Savi escaped eleven years of abuse at the hands
of her father and finally made a safe life for herself and
her daughter. But when her father once again threatens her
peace of mind--and her daughter's safety--Savi runs to
Damian Orlando for protection. Eight years earlier as
Savannah, she shared one perfect day with Damian that
changed both their young lives and resulted in a secret she
no longer can hide. But being with Damian reawakens
repressed memories and feelings she wants to keep buried.
After witnessing a scene with Damian on Savi's first night
at his private club, however, she begins to wonder if he
could help her regain control of her life and reclaim her
sexuality and identity. Damian, a wounded warrior, has
had his own dragons to fight in life, but has never
forgotten Savannah. He will lay down his life to protect
her and her daughter, but doesn't believe he can offer
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more than that. She deserves a whole man, something he
can never be after a firefight in Iraq. Damian has turned to
SM to regain control of his life and emotions and fulfills
the role of Service Top to "bottoms" at the club. However,
he could never deliver those services to Savi, who needs
someone gentle and loving, not the man he has become.
Will two wounded survivors find love and healing in each
other's arms?
TEN years ago, the most handsome boy in school asked
Zoey Benton to senior prom. The Olympic-bound darling
of the gymnastics world was over the moon with
excitement. SHE had no way of knowing he was a
budding psychopath, as well. WHEN she comes to, she's
vomiting, her dress is askew, and a chunk of her hair is
missing. Shattered, she has no recollection of what
happened. With her life in free fall, she withdraws into
herself. AFTER a decade of healing, she meets the man of
her dreams. To Zoey, he's everything a man ought to be
and more. She's just beginning to live and love again
when the unimaginable happens. Gymnasts begin to turn
up dead, their broken bodies left on display for the world
to see. YET, this calculated killer is fixated on one
gymnast in particular: the one that got away... SET against
a backdrop of elite gymnastics, FALLEN will keep you
BALANCED on the edge of your seat!
The House of the Spirits
Book One of 'The Wheel of Time'
Nobody's Perfect
Wisdom & Wonder
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The Rise and Fall of the Worst Car in History
The Trueba family embodies strong feelings. This
family saga starts at the beginning of the 20th
century and continues through the assassination of
Allende in 1973.
A powerful wielder of magic is preparing to conquer a
world whose people only remember magic in legends
of the past. A king grappling with personal tragedy
prepares his army to save his kingdom. A restless
princess seeks love and adventure. In the middle of it
all is Traven, a poor, ambitious peasant who dreams
of being more than a simple woodcutter and
unknowingly holds the key to saving the world.
Treat yourself to an "outrageously sexy"
(Entertainment Weekly), "fabulously fun" (Jill
Shalvis) second-chance romance from the New York
Times bestselling queen of hockey romance! Lilah
isn't sure what hurt worse: the day Ethan left her to
focus on his hockey career or the day he came back
eight years later. He might think they can pick up
just where they left off, but she's no longer that same
girl and never wants to be again. Ethan wants his
glory days back. And that includes having Lilah by his
side. With her, he was magic. They were magic. All he
has to do is make her see that. Just when Lilah might
finally be ready to let Ethan in, though, she finds out
their reunion might have nothing to do with love and
everything to do with improving his game. But
Ethan's already lost her once, and even if it costs him
his career, he'll do anything to keep from losing her
again. "I couldn't stop turning the pages of this sexy,
second-chance romance." -- Amy E. Reichert, author
of The Coincidence of Coconut Cake "Hunting
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sparkles in this well-plotted contemporary." -Publishers Weekly "If you love rom-coms, don't miss
this second-chance romance novel." -- Hello Giggles
What readers are saying about The Good Luck
Charm... "Sexy rom-com at its finest!" "Helena
Hunting is the queen of romantic comedy." "Easily my
favorite book Ms. Hunting has written." "My fave read
from Helena Hunting yet." "Just as good as the
Pucked series." "This was awesome!" "Refreshing,
light, swoony, and sexy."
Power! Sex! Money! Fame! - the new Hollywood wives
are back with a vengeance. Ambitious, young, smart
and lethal, whatever they don't have, they want - and
whatever these women want, they get. You will meet
Lissa Roman, mega movie and singing star, her wild
daughter Nicci, Michael Scorsinni, the handsome
private investigator with an edge, and Taylor Singer,
a sometime actress married to the Hollywood mogul.
Into their lives comes Eric Vernon, a dangerous
psychopath with kidnapping on his mind... Like the
original, HOLLYWOOD WIVES - THE NEW
GENERATION will shock and surprise, amuse and
startle, taking readers on a roller-coaster ride of fun
and suspense they won't soon forget.
HOLLYWOOD WIVES:THE NEW GENERATION
Breaking the Rules
The Widower's Tale
A Georgian Historical Romance
A gripping tale of family, love and acceptance from
the Richard & Judy Bookclub pick

Captain Ivan Vorpatril is happy with his
relatively uneventful bachelor's life of a
staff officer to a Barrayaran admiral.
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Ivan, cousin to Imperial troubleshooter
Miles Vorkosigan, is not far down the
hereditary list for the emperorship.
Thankfully, new heirs have directed that
headache elsewhere, leaving Ivan to enjoy
his life on Komarr, far from the Byzantine
court politics of his home system. But
when an old friend in Barrayaran
intelligence asks Ivan to protect an
attractive young woman who may be on the
hit list of a criminal syndicate, Ivan's
chivalrous nature takes over. It seems
danger and adventures have once more found
Captain Vorpatril. Tej Arqua and her halfsister and servant Rish are fleeing the
violent overthrow of their clan on freefor-all planet Jackson's Whole. Now it
seems Tej may possess a hidden secret of
which even she may not be aware. It's a
secret that could corrupt the heart of a
highly regarded Barayarran family and
provide the final advantage for the thugs
who seek to overthrow Tej's homeworld. But
none of Tej's formidable adversaries have
counted on Ivan Vorpatril. For behind
Ivan's fa•ade of wry and self effacing
humor lies a true and cunning protector
who will never leave a distressed lady in
the lurch¾up to and including making the
ultimate sacrifice to keep her from harm:
the treasured and hardwon freedom from his
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own fate as a scion of Barrayar. At the
publisher's request, this title is sold
without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
A beautiful historical novel of survival,
love, and redemptionIt is 1885 and Emma
Grady has returned to her home town of
Blackburn and been reunited with her lover
Marlow. Now married, with a beautiful
home, loving husband and wonderful son,
she is still haunted by the past, unable
to forget the cruelty of her uncle Caleb
Crowther, who ignored her pleas to save
her and her tragic first-born. A feared
local justice, Crowther curses his niece’s
return, and sets out to destroy her anew,
whilst also hounding Molly, her lost
daughter. Born to a life of poverty, and
deserted by her husband, Molly tries
desperately to keep her three children fed
and clothed. Contending with hunger,
exhaustion and the unwelcome attentions of
the men who are drawn to Molly’s dark
beauty, their life is at times almost
unbearable. But Molly has inherited Emma’s
indomitable spirit. The emotional
conclusion to The Emma Grady Sagas is
perfect for fans of Beatriz Williams and
Lisa Wingate ‘Cox’s talent as a
storyteller never lets you escape’ Daily
Mail ‘Driven and passionate’ The Sunday
Times ‘One of the country's best-loved
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storytellers’ Prima
A lunar colony faces off with corrupt
Earth forces intent on destroying it, from
the New York Times–bestselling author of
Moonrise. This fast-paced, high-tech
adventure is the continuation of the story
of Douglas Stavenger, the Kennedy-esque
scion of Moonbase’s founding dynasty.
While Moonbase has been flourishing under
Stavenger’s management, it’s existence,
and even Stavenger’s life, both depend on
nanotechnology that has been outlawed on
Earth in response to a wave of suspicion,
fear, and violence. Soon, United Nations
peacekeepers arrive on the moon to enforce
the anti-nanotech laws, bringing with them
intrepid news reporter Edith Elgin, who
soon falls for Doug. Meanwhile, Doug’s
mother has chosen to return to Earth, but
upon arrival she is held hostage by the
secretary general of the UN who wants Doug
to surrender his forces—and to be killed.
Slick politicians, beautiful television
anchors, and calculating corporate barons
provide complex and engaging scenery:
imagine Washington in the space age, with
nonstop action and cool technology. “Ranks
up there with Mars as one of Bova’s very
best.” —St. Petersburg Times
A Cinderella romance from 1786, between
the son of a duke and a penniless orphan.
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Set in the glittering aristocratic world
of the Roxton family.
Greymalkin and the Baby Dragon
Bow Bells
Wielder's Awakening
The Yugo
The Love Note

He was supposed to be a myth. But from the moment I
crossed the River Styx and fell under his dark spell...he
was, quite simply, mine. *A scorchingly hot modern
retelling of Hades and Persephone that's as sinful as it is
sweet.* Society darling Persephone Dimitriou plans to
flee the ultra-modern city of Olympus and start over far
from the backstabbing politics of the Thirteen Houses. But
all that's ripped away when her mother ambushes her with
an engagement to Zeus, the dangerous power behind their
glittering city's dark facade. With no options left,
Persephone flees to the forbidden undercity and makes a
devil's bargain with a man she once believed a myth...a
man who awakens her to a world she never knew existed.
Hades has spent his life in the shadows, and he has no
intention of stepping into the light. But when he finds that
Persephone can offer a little slice of the revenge he's
spent years craving, it's all the excuse he needs to help
her—for a price. Yet every breathless night spent tangled
together has given Hades a taste for Persephone, and he'll
go to war with Olympus itself to keep her close...
A Novel
Frostblood
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Moonwar
American Queen
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